**New Ventana Ranch Elementary School:**

Gains area bound by County Line, west of Brookline, west of La Paz, Paseo del Norte from Sierra Vista (446).

* Opens small, but has potential for the most growth over 4 years (approximately 400 more students).

**Sierra Vista:**

Loses area bound by County Line, west of Brookline, west of La Paz, Paseo del Norte to new school (446).
Gains area bound by west of Brookline, County Line, Unser Blvd, McMahon, Bandelier through arroyo to Irving just west of Rio Los Pinos Rd, Calabacillas Arroyo from Seven Bar (321).

* Reduces in size, but has potential for growth over 4 years (approximately 250).
* Some students are juggled yet again from Seven Bar to Sierra Vista where they were assigned 2 years.

**Seven Bar:**

Loses area bound by west of Brookline, County Line, Unser Blvd, McMahon, Bandelier through arroyo to Irving just west of Rio Los Pinos Rd, Calabacillas Arroyo to Sierra Vista (321).
Loses area north of 528 to current Corrales boundary to Corrales (24).
Loses 4701 Irving Blvd to Petroglyph (54).

* Approaching residential real estate build-out. Reduced potential for growth.

**Petroglyph:**

Gains 4701 Irving Blvd from Seven Bar (54).

* Approaching residential real estate build-out. Reduced potential for growth.